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Sexual Orientation and Academic Identity in the  Legal Academy 

 

Thank you for agreeing to take part in this research. I really appreciate it and realise that I am asking 

for a big chunk of time and that I am also asking you to reflect on and share thoughts that are very 

personal to you. Please don’t feel like you have to write about certain things or write about them in 

any particular way. If you don’t like one or any of my questions – don’t answer it; they are there to 

help you think, not restrict you. Please just share as little or as much as you are comfortable with in 

the way that works for you. 

As part of this research, I am also completing a diary every two weeks and you can read my entries 

on my website at jessguth.com 

If this is your first diary, please complete the short questions in Part 1 of the journal and go through 

the consent form statements below ticking each one if you agree. 

☐I have read the information leaflet about the project and agree to take part 

☐I understand that the diaries I write will be treated in the strictest confidence and will be kept in a 

locked filing cabinet (if I return paper copies) or in a password protected file (if electronic) 

☐I understand that the researcher will safeguard my anonymity by using pseudonyms and removing 

any information which can identify me in any dissemination activity 

☐I understand that the information I provide will be used for academic purposes only and will 

contribute to the writing of journal articles, conference presentations and other academic outputs 

☐I understand that I can stop my participation at any point and can decide whether the data 

provided already can be used in the research or whether it should be withdrawn 

 

If this isn’t your first diary, you don’t need to fill in page one unless your details have changed and 

there is no need for you to tick the boxes above but please indicate your agreement to continue 

taking part by ticking the box below 

☐I confirm that I continue to consent to taking part in this research 

*This project has received ethical approval by the Humanities, Social Sciences and Health Studies 

Research Ethics Panel at the University of Bradford on 18th December 2013* 
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Part 1: About You 
In this section, please tell me as much as possible about you, your institution, your work and your 

view on some issues and terminology to help me with my analysis. Any questions you are not 

comfortable with you can just leave blank. 

1. Are you ☐ Lesbian  ☐Gay ☐ Bisexual ☐ Transgender  ☐Queer 

  ☐Questioning ☐ Other 

 

2. Given that we all use labels slightly differently and attach different meanings to them, could you 

explain why you have identified as you have (briefly, you can expand on this in the journal itself) 

 

3. What is your relationship status? Tell me about your relationship(s), living arrangements, formal 

commitments like civil partnerships or marriage or anything else you think is relevant here. 

 

4. Are you ‘out’?  ☐Yes, with everyone ☐Yes, with friends ☐yes, with colleagues but 

not students ☐no   ☐it’s complicated 

 

5. Please give me a bit more information about you being out or not and why you have made that 

particular choice 

 

6. How (if at all) has your decision to be ‘out’ at work (or more generally) changed over time? 

 

7. How old are you? 

 

8. Do you work at a  ☐ pre 1992 University or  a ☐Post 1992 University? 

 

9. Are you a ☐ junior ☐mid-career or  ☐senior legal  academic? 

 

10. What are your teaching interests? 

 

11. What are your research interests? 

 

12. Have you ever been in legal practice?  ☐Yes  ☐No If so, what was your 

job/role 

 

13. Have you experienced discrimination/harassment/bullying  because of your sexual orientation. 

☐Yes ☐No. If yes and you feel comfortable doing so, please give details. 

 

14. Are you a member or do you attend any LGBTQ support groups, associations or similar? ☐ Yes 

 ☐No Please tell me why or why not. 
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Part 2: Structured Journal 
Generally, I would really welcome your thoughts on what it means to be a legal academic and in 

particular an LGBTQ legal academic. In this section I provide you with a series of general questions or 

issues to think about and reflect on to help you think about LGBTQ identities and how they  might 

play out in the law school. Please therefore think about each question and record your thoughts in 

as much detail as you feel comfortable with.   If you prefer to record your own thoughts and issues 

without reference to my questions please feel free to move to part 3. 

What have you been doing over the last two weeks? Is there anything which 

you think has had a particular impact on you and why ? 

The last two weeks haven’t been about work – I’ve been ill. I spent a week in hospital with an 

unidentified tummy infection. All scans are clear but I still feel a bit poorly. Have an endoscopy to 

look forward to in due course. I have however worried about work constantly – far to busy to be off 

sick. I guess that’s a familiar feeling for most of us in academia and a reflection of the pressures we 

are under 

 

To what extent have you been conscious of your identity as an LGBTQ legal 

academic? What does that mean to you?  

I have been very aware of being both LGBTQ and being a legal academic but not necessarily of being 

an GBTQ legal academic. The former because in spite of all the equality and diversity training, the 

rhetoric… the NHS presumes you are straight. There was no discrimination as such, no nastiness or 

anything like that, I just felt constantly ‘other’. There was one unpleasant incident on admission 

where the doctor who was trying (and failing) to take blood and insert a cannula in my arm told me 

that ‘my sister’ would have to leave soon. Otherwise everyone was fine to both me and my partner. 

And yet I was very much other. No one else felt it necessary to introduce their visitors or explain 

who the person sat with them was. No one else was asked whether they gave consent for their 

husbands to be informed of progress and treatment in quite the same way…. 

I also felt other because I am a (legal) academic. The consultants kept getting my title wrong and 

calling me Mrs Guth. I kept saying my title wasn’t Mrs but then didn’t know what to say. Technically 

of course it’s Dr but somehow that didn’t seem appropriate, I don’t like Miss and have also always 

disliked Ms – not sure why but there we are. So it was awkward and it was about power. If I used Dr 

the consultants (all male) seemed to feel threatened and the need to assert their authority by talking 

in even more medical speak than they were anyway. If I insisted in Miss they talked to me like I was 

stupid and dismissed my questions. Consultants faced with a relatively clever lesbian seemed a bit 

stuck as to what to do with me and what level to pitch at. Nurses were all absolutely fine but some 

of the healthcare assistants made jokes about me being very brainy. I don’t know how to react to 

that.  

 

Has your LGBTQ identity influenced your research or teaching in a particular 

way over the last two weeks 
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- I haven’t been teaching so no. Research – difficult to say. I haven’t done anything concrete 

obviously as I have been in hospital and ill but I have been thinking a lot about a paper I am 

currently writing on gendering the Court of Justice of the EU and while the focus is on 

gender not sexual orientation, I have been thinking a lot about how experiences, 

background, upbringing, gender, race, religion, sexual orientation etc impact on how we see 

the world, what facts we as lawyers see as important or not, what we do with them etc. It 

made me think about how experiences will shape what judges see, what they consider 

important and how they make sense of it. LGBTQ judges are likely to see things differently – 

but there is likely to be just as much difference between LGBTQ judges as there is between 

them and straight judges and arguing for diversity in the judiciary at all levels is somehow 

obvious but also incredibly difficult – bit rambling here I know but these ideas are still 

developing 

 

Has your LGBTQ identity influenced your interaction with colleagues, students 

or others in your work? 

- Haven’t seen anyone! 

Were there any issues/incidents/situations etc which made you feel 

uncomfortable about your sexual orientation/identity or related issues? 

See above re hospital. I’ve felt uncomfortable about who I am all the time I was in hospital 

but I can’t really put my finger on why. It’s a combination of being a lesbian and being 

relatively intelligent and needing to understand what was going on at every stage. Maybe I 

asked too many questions about what treatment, why that treatment, plan of action, 

possible risks, alternatives. Maybe I didn’t trust the doctors enough to do their job.. Maybe 

I’m just not good at not being in control and maybe I don’t like being in situations where I 

effectively have to come out to complete strangers. The assumption in hospital, whenever I 

met anyone whether another patient, a nurse, a doctor… always was that I am straight and I 

think I resented that as well as the fact that the other patients didn’t have to tell me they 

were straight because that’s normal and yet they know I’m not because my partner came to 

visit and sit with me etc. The healthcare professionals don’t have to say anything, gay or 

straight and yet they all know that I’m not straight because it says so on my documents (as 

in my partner is listed as my partner and next of kin). It’s the presumption of straightness 

that irritates me here. It seems the NHS may be getting better at the equality bit but I’m not 

sure it has yet got its head round diversity and I think the same might be true for HE too and 

as I was pondering this over a couple of rather sleepless nights I wondered whether this 

might be an interesting area for further research. 
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Part 3: All Yours 
In this final part, please record your thought on anything you think is relevant to the question of 

LGBTQ identities in the legal academic and law schools generally. 

 


